Overview
Shanghai Gooden Electric Co., Ltd. is a leading power supply company,providing
professional power supply equipment such as:compensated type,sine wave energy
distribution type,intelligent purification type,magnetic saturation type high-power AC
voltage regulator.
SBW-N series high-power compensated voltage regulator is designed for supplying
stable AC power with introduced of advanced technology from Western Europe.
It will output stable voltage power automatically when the mains power has voltage
fluctuation or the load change leads to voltage fluctuation.
Compared to other voltage regulator,this series of product have many advantages,
such as:high capacity,high efficiency,no wave distortion,voltage adjustment placidly
and etc.They can work for various of load,withstand instant overload,keep working
for a long time,switch to auto mode or by manual freely.They also have protection
against over-voltage and over-current.They are small,light,easy installation and
operation,reliable operation and etc.The products are widely applied for largescale mechanical and electrical equipment,metal working machinery, assembly
line,building and construction equipment,elevator,printing equipment,medical
equipment,computer room,computer control equipment,Embroidery textile printing
and dyeing equipment,air-conditioner,radio and television,hotel and home appliances
from industry, agriculture, transportation, communication, military, railway, science
and culture.

I m p l e m e n t a t i o n s t a n d a r d s : Y D / T 1 0 7 4 - 2 0 0 0 《 A C V O LTA G E
REGULATOR FOR COMMUNICATION》
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Measurement
The measurement of the voltage regulator are listed as below:
Phase

three
phase

Model No.

Capacity
Size
Weight
(kVA) width×deepth×height(mm) (kg)

SBW-N-10kVA

10

SBW-N-15kVA

15

SBW-N-20kVA

20

140

SBW-N-30kVA

30

240

SBW-N-50kVA

50

SBW-N-60kVA

60

266

SBW-N-80kVA

80

305

SBW-N-100kVA

100

SBW-N-120kVA

120

SBW-N-150kVA

150

SBW-N-180kVA

180

SBW-N-225kVA

225

SBW-N-250kVA

250

SBW-N-320kVA

320

SBW-N-400kVA

400

SBW-N-500kVA

500

SBW-N-600kVA

600

SBW-N-500kVA

500

SBW-N-600kVA

600

SBW-N-800kVA

800

SBW-N-1000kVA

1000

SBW-N-1200kVA

1200

SBW-N-1600kVA

1600

SBW-N-1800kVA

1800

SBW-N-2000kVA

2000

SBW-N-2200kVA

2200

SBW-N-2400kVA

2400

Form 2
Cabinet
quantity

125

425×705×840+120

600×750×1200

600×800×1250

135

258

310
355

700×920×1350
750×1000×1550
1200×850×2200
1350×950×2200
1050×900×2200
(main cabinet)
950×900×2200
(vice cabinet)
1050×900×2200
(main cabinet)
950×900×2200
(vice cabinet)
1400×950×2200
(main cabinet)
950×950×2200
(vice cabinet)
1400×950×2200
(main cabinet)
1200×950×2200
(vice cabinet)
1500×1000×2200
(main cabinet)
950×1000×2200
(vice cabinet)

* Special model can be customized.
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one cabinet

395
410
545
580
930
1030
1300
1340
1380
1420
1510
1879

two cabinets

2120

2670
3358
3558
3788
4040

four cabinets

Machine and main parts

Touch screen indicator chart

PLC control panel

Voltage regulator
picture

Compensation

Varitran

T1

T2
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Working condition
The SBW-N series voltage regulator is supposed to work indoor.The correct working
condition are as below:
（1）Ambient temperature:-15℃ —+45℃
（2）Altitude <1000meter.
（3）Humidity≤90%
（4）The installation site should not seriously effect the voltage regulator by gases,
steam,chemical substances,ash,dirt and other explosive and corrosive medium.
（5）No serious vibration or jolt at the installation site.
（6）If you can’t meet with the conditions as above,please contact us.

Working principle
The voltage regulator is composed of compensation circuit,voltage detection
circuit,servo motor control circuit,reduction gear,main circuit switch operating
circuit,voltage and current measurement circuit and kinds of protection circuit.The
working principle is shown on picture 2 as below :

Picture 2

Picture 3 (e.g. A phase)
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The voltage compensation circuit is composed of Variable-voltage transformer T2
and Compenstion transformer T1.The primary port of Variable-voltage transformer
is connected with the output of the voltage regulator,the secondary port connects
with the primary coil of the Compenstion transformer.The secondary coil of the
Compenstion transformer connects the main circuit in series.The working principle
is shown as below,exclusive of the impedance voltage drop of the Compenstion
transformer is excluded.
U2=U1±Uc
From the formula:
U1 The input phase voltage of the voltage regulator
U2 The output phase voltage of the voltage regulator
Uc The compensation phase voltage of the voltage regulator

picture 4
When the input phase voltage U1 changes ΔU1,and if compensated voltage Uc
changes ΔUc accordingly,and ΔU1=ΔUc,then the output voltage U2 won’t change.
The adjustment of the compensation voltage Uc is according to the change of the
output voltage,to control the motor to work based on the signal made by the voltage
detection unit.The reducer motor run and drive the brush of the varitran.Adjusting the
secondary voltage of the varitran,changing compensation voltage to keep the output
voltage stable automatically.

Main parts and circuit
1. Compensation transformer
A transformer that produces a compensation voltage of varying amplitude and polarity
by serially connecting the secondary windings on the load circuit by changing the
overvoltage and polarity of the applied voltage on the primary coil.
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2. Variable-voltage transformer
A special Variable-voltage transformer by using brush contact with changeable
position to vary the output voltage in size and motivation of the special contact
regulator.
3. Servo motor controlling circuit
There are two servo motor control methods: manual and automatic,choose one of
them by switch K1.
Manual:”step up” press SA button, “step down” press JA button
Automatic:The step up and step down are dectected by voltage detection unit.
JK is step down limit switch.SK is step up limit switch.There are two kinds of servo
motor:3phase and single phase.The principle of 3 phase motor is shown on picture
5,single phase motor is shown on picture 6.

picture 5

picture 6

4. Three phase main circuit switching device and control panel
operation(refer to picture 7,8)
The voltage regulator main circuit has a main switch ZK and two AC contactor
CJ1,2K1 (see picture 2).CJ1 is set for starting and shutting down voltage regulator
output conveniently. When starting,the regulator will output stable voltage.2K1 is set
for supply mains to user when regulator is shut down by fault of voltage automatic
compensation system.2K1 turns to mains directly. Power-on operation is shown as
picture 7:the closing coil of CJ1 and trigger(ZD) connect in series at the back contact
of the automatic position.The regulator has the automatic power-on function.When
it quits from the position,the open contact is in series,the regulator has no automatic
power-on function.It needs to press power on button(QA) to output stable voltage.
So,make sure to do as follow steps to swich between mains power operation and
voltage regulator operation:
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◇ Switch Voltage regulator operation to mains power operation:
1.Switch the 2K1 to off,the voltage regulator is stopped.
2.Switch the 2K1 to bypass,the mains connects to load directly.
◇ Switch mains power operation to Voltage regulator operation:
1.Switch the 2K1 to off,the voltage regulator is stopped.
2.Switch the 2K1 to on,the voltage regulator starts working.
It adopts change-over switch to switch to mains power operation for
30KVA~100KVA,and isolator for 300KVA~400KVA,and DW15 universal circuit
breaker(over-current protection) for 500KVA and above,instead of the air switch.

5. Three phase voltage regulator voltage detection and centering circuit
(see picture 7,picture 8)
The voltage regulator stabilized voltage precision is adjusted by touch screen.The
adjustment range is ±15%.
Sampling transformer T3 gets the voltage from the output port of the voltage regulator
compensation transformer T1,get 9.2V and +15V-15V after transformation by
transformer T3. The sampling true effective value of +15V-15V go through rectifica
tion,filtered,regulated,stabilivolt,to a stable DC 12V.It works for reference voltage of
detection unit,integrated circuit,relay.9.2V goes through rectification,filtered,become
direct current which changes accord to the voltage--sampling voltage.
When the sampling voltage is higher than Lower limit reference voltage,relay J2
closes,power on the servo motor,reduce the compensation voltage,to step up the
output voltage of the voltage regulator.
When the sampling voltage is higher than upper limit reference voltage,relay J1
closes,the servo motor rollbacks,reduce the compensation voltage,to step down the
output voltage of the voltage regulator.

6. Protection circuit(See picture 7,picture 8)
(1) The main switch ZK protect the main circuit from overloading and short circuiting.
The SK and JK limit switch compose of over-limit protect circuit.When the brush
moves and touchs the up-limit switch or down-limit switch,it makes the relay J2 and
J4 lost power by adjust voltage,make the servo motor stop,to protect the regulator
from over-limit.
(2) Over and under-voltage protection circuit:The regulator's output voltage nominal
value determines the value of the over and under-voltage.Choose the overvoltage
limited value from the options.The undervoltage value should be bigger than the
options.When the regulator output voltage is higher than over-voltage,the voltage
regulator will start the overvoltage protection:stop working automatically after the
set relay time(adjustable). When the regulator output voltage is lower than overvoltage,the under-voltage protection starts:the voltage regulator will cut off the power
automatically.
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Circuit diagram

picture 7
Electrical diagram

picture 8(1)
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picture 8(2)

picture 8(3)
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Fault analysis and maintenance
1.Fault analysis
Fault

Can not start

Possible cause

Solution

If someone changed the
input power line’s phase sequence

Correct the phase sequence

The emergency button is open.

Reset the emergency button TA

Limit switch fails

Change the limit switch

Limit switch line disconnects

Connect the circuit

No changes of the input power line’s Make the L1 contact of the circuit
phase sequence,phase sequence
board short circuit
protection circuit error

Can not start
Poor contact with the motor power
manual control
line
mode
Motor fails
Can not regulate
the voltage
The brush plate is stuck

Can not regulate
the voltage

Connect the power line
Change the motor
repair the brush plate

The transmission chain is off or
break

Change the chain

The 1.5A fuse is broken

Change the fuse

No voltage between the first and the
second contactor,the third and the
the fourth,sampling transformer fails

Change the transformer

The output voltage No reaction of the potentiometer W3, Change the potentiometer or
W3 or the circuit board is broken.
circuit board
is out of the voltage
It will work normally when the input
Input voltage is out of the
range
acceptable range.
voltage is in the acceptable range.
The output voltage The output voltage accuracy is
too high.
oscillate
No overvoltage
protection

Protection circuit error

Change the circuit board

Protection relay J1 broken

Change J3

The brush is broken
Poor contact of the brush and
regulating coil
The regulator load To check if the load capacity is in
the acceptable range

capacity decreases

Adjust the W2
potentiometer,enlarge the distance
of the lower limit and the upper limit
voltage

Change the brush
Adjust the pressure of the brush
spring and the brush position
lighten the load

Main circuit fastener is loose

Tighten the fasterner

Load lead is too long

Shorten the load lead,enlarge the
lead cross-sectional area
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2.Maintenance
1. Check the voltage regulator working condition before using;
2. The load current shouldn’t exceed the acceptable value(rated current);
3.The input voltage is within the allowable range, when the output voltage is
unstable,it should be checked immediately(see fault analysis).It’s acceptable if the
input voltage is out of the range,if the output voltage change has little effect to the
user, it can continue to run.When the input voltage returns to within the allowable
range, the output voltage will automatically return to the regulated state.
4. Conventional regulators do not have a separate phase control and regulation
functions, the input voltage imbalance will appear at the output,phase adjustment can
be customized,please specify.
5. Under normal conditions of use, the regulator can work continuously under rated
load for a long time.
6, In normal operation,it does not require special maintenance.
7. According to different environments, maintenance cycles are quite different, but the
longest maintenance cycle should not exceed six months. Maintenance should be
carried out in power off.The maintenance items are as below:
1.）Thoroughly clean all parts of the regulator, so that no dust and dirt left. In
particular, the carbon brushes, exposed bare parts of the regulator (slide), carbon
brush slide rails and variable speed transmission parts, must be washed with gasoline
and dried by cotton.
2.）Replaced worn or damaged carbon brushes and components.
3.）After use for a period of time (usually 2 to 3 months) should adjust chain tension
or screw clearance,leave a little bit of room to move.

Installation and commissioning
1.Inspection after unpacking and before use
1) The nameplate on the regulator should show the specifications of the regulator
ordered by the purchaser.
2) Panel header, lights, buttons, switches should be intact.
3) All parts in the cabinet should be intact, all fasteners should be reliable secured
fastening.
4) Brush position should be on the slide, carbon brush should not be damaged or
fracture.

2.Installation environment

1) The voltage regulator should be installed in a dry and ventilated environment,
which does not affect the voltage regulator insulation.
2) Leave space around the regulator, to facilitate future commissioning, maintenance
and repair.
3) The installation site should has no serious vibration and bumpy.
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3.Connection
1) Regulator input power line cross-section should meet the voltage regulator
capacity corresponding to the current value of the demand.
2) Input power line connected to the input of the regulator, and follow the bus color:
yellow, green, red, respectively, as A phase, B phase, C phase. Zero line "N" then
"zero" terminal, the shell "ground" terminal should be connected with the earth.
3) For double-cabinet structure regulator, connect the cabinet bus by color , the other
line should be connected by number.
4) For 50kva and under 50kva regulator input power cord should pass through the
current transformer with two turns before access to the circuit breaker input.
5) Adjust the output voltage(normally it don’t need to adjust as it is done before exfactory )
Check the output voltage shown on the touch screen,if it’s not the voltage you
need,please press “ Parameters setting” to reset the output voltage and the voltage
sampling coefficient,to make the output voltage to meet your needs.
6) Regulator wiring ceommissioning. Just check according to this procedure again, it
will facilitate the operation easily.
After the six inspections finished,the regulator could be connected with the load
and start to work.Please noted that the load current can’t exceed the max allowable
current of the regulator.
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